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Behavior Refresher

q Excesses

q Deficits

q Inappropriate stimulus control



Behavior Analysis

q A science based approach to address the 
behavioral needs – excesses, deficits, and 
behaviors occurring in the wrong place at the 
wrong time.

Individual Environment



What makes successful students?

¨ Key factors:
¤ Communication

n Requesting assistance, help, break

¤ Following directions
n The first time, at a distance, when given to a group

¤ Independent Functioning
n Can complete tasks on their own, transition, tolerate 

reduced rates of reinforcement

¤ Little to no problem behaviors that disrupt others or the 
environment



Behavior Change is Possible!

¨ Expect change and don’t wait months for it 
to happen
¤ If change isn’t occurring after consistent 

implementation then look at the program and 
what may need to be adjusted

¨ Collect data to determine if progress is 
being made



Comparing 
Reinforcement and Punishment

q Reinforcement

q A stimulus or event that 
follows a response and 
increases the frequency or 
future probability of the 
response

q Punishment

q A stimulus or event that 
follows a response and 
decreases the frequency 
or future probability of 
the response



Ignore Junk

¨ Junk behavior is any age typical behavior that 
may be annoying, but is not physically harmful to 
self, others, or property.

¨ Important to not react verbally or nonverbally



Examples of Junk

¤Whining

¤Complaining

¤Making noises

¤Tapping pencils



Approaches to behavior reduction

FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT



Reduction techniques

q Extinction
q Time-out
q Response cost
q Differential reinforcement

…..and many more positive/negative 
punishers



Extinction

q Reinforcement for a previously 
reinforced behavior is discontinued

q Does the behavior decrease 
immediately?

q Two immediate effects
qResponse burst  
qResponse induction



Timeout from Positive Reinforcement

q Withdrawal of the opportunity to earn 
positive reinforcement

q Loss of access to reinforcers

q Must be contingent on a specific behavior



Response cost

qLoss of a specific amount of reinforcement 
occurs, contingent upon the performance 
of an inappropriate behavior.

qExample – reducing the length of recess 
time contingent on the student’s behavior in 
the classroom



Differential reinforcement

q Differential Reinforcement of Incompatible
Behaviors (DRI):
q Pick specific behaviors to reinforce that are desirable and that 

serve the same functions (meet the same needs) and are 
topographically incompatible with the dangerous behavior

q Differential Reinforcement of Alternative Behaviors 
(DRA):
q Pick specific behaviors to reinforce that are desirable and that 

serve the same functions (meet the same needs) as the 
dangerous behavior



So many ideas….what to choose?

q How do you choose a intervention?
qIs it based on the age of the child?
qTheir cognitive level?
qTheir diagnosis?
qThe behavior in question?

The MOST important element is FUNCTION.



Before you begin…

¨ Understanding and treating any potential medical 
issues is essential before beginning a behavioral 
program
¤Sleep apnea
¤Pain 
¤Hearing/vision issues
¤Seizures
¤GI issues
¤PMS/Hormonal issues
¤And so on…



¨ If a behavior interferes with daily functioning 
at home, school or work….we should treat

¨ If a behavior is preventing a person from 
involvement or access to the community….we 
should treat

¨ If a behavior is dangerous to the person or 
others….we should treat

When do we treat…



Functional Assessment

q Process for gathering information about a 
child/behavior that can be used to create a 
plan that is maximally effective and 
efficient.

q Most important question when determining a 
consequence is WHY?



Remember…….

q All behavior is functional

q Why do we behave?
qAttention
qEscape/Avoidance
qGain access to a reinforcer
qSensory needs



Important Steps

q Collect information
qInterview child, parents and the staff

qAttempt to rule out any medical/environmental 
issues
qLook for simple solutions

¨ Direct observation
qABC data

q Develop hypotheses re: behavior



Narrative Recordings: 
Antecedent - Behavior - Consequence

q Take out your ABC data sheets.

q It is useful to describe events that occur just 
prior to (antecedent of) the target behavior, 
why?

q Why is it important to describe the 
consequences produced by the behavior?       



Hypotheses

q You’ve collected information…what do you 
think is going on? 

qRemember to be objective

qUse your ABC data to come up with 
reasonable explanations



Competing Behavior Model

q Helps “map out” a behavior plan

q Specifies target replacement behavior to keep  your 
team focused on teaching

q Gold standard in the science of learning and 
behavior

q Must make problem behaviors irrelevant, ineffective, 
and inefficient



Beyond the FBA

q So you have a plan in place that’s not working…

q What now?



Step Back Jack!

q First make sure that your plan is objective and accurate.

q Try to approach the problem from several different 
perspectives.

q Think beyond the first why!
q Look at the potential proximal and distal causes
q Think more “in depth”….

q Ok, so he is “escape motivated”…
q What does that really mean?



Discrepancy Analysis

q An analysis of the reasons why the person exhibiting behavior 
problems does not respond in the same way as non-disabled 
peers

q Laura has Down Syndrome and Joseph doesn’t.  That is why 
Laura is hits others.
q Um….no.  This is an inadequate explanation.

q We all behave differently under different situations.  

q Look more closely at the differences in repertoires that may 
help explain why child is engaging in problem behaviors 



Antecedent Manipulations

q Be careful not to overuse these as they are not great 
“teachers”.

q Problem behavior is more often an issue of 
repertoires.  Fix the repertoires and you will fix the 
behavior.

q Don’t just try to eliminate all aversives.

q Reconsider accommodations for students.



¨ Sometimes described as proactive strategies
¨ May include:

¤Rules
¤Checklists/Schedules
¤Role playing
¤ Timers – auditory/visual
¤Social narratives
¤Behavioral Momentum
¤ Task interspersal
¤ Token/Point systems

Antecedent Manipulations

http://www.linguisystems.com/sample1/31535.pdf


Provide choices 

¨ We all want to have choices throughout the day 
and children are no different.  

¨ Forced choice (do you want ___ or ____?)
¨ Free choice (what do you want?)
¨ Give children a sense of control and power
¨ Increased choice can also help prevent/reduce 

problem behaviors. 
¨ Make sure to give choices only when appropriate 



When in doubt… Teach

• Inappropriate behaviors are a result of weak 
repertoires. 
• Communication, foundational, academic, adaptive, etc.
• Use assessments if appropriate to help fill in missing skills
• VBMAPP, ABLLS etc.

• Every behavior plan must include a teaching component 
• Specifically a replacement behavior for the problem behavior

• Look closely at what your child is doing and what they 
should be doing instead. 
• Stumped? 
• Think about what another child may do in that 

situation for a clue.  

http://site.avbpress.com/VB-MAPP_Protocol.pdf


Teach the basics

q Waiting

q Accepting “No”

q Transitions

q Termination

q Procrastination

q Toleration



Teaching Tips

¨ Know your target

¨ Prompt and fade

¨ Handle errors appropriately

¨ Reinforce!



¨ Providing an additional stimulus to facilitate a 
response

¨ Many different kinds:
¤ Physical (Full or Partial)

¤ Verbal 

¤ Gestural

¤ Positional

¨ Timing – combined vs. delayed

Prompting



Fading

¨ Systematically reducing the prompts to allow for 
more independent responses to occur

¨ Differential reinforcement is essential!

¨ Do not put in a prompt that you can not either fade 
or transfer to the child



No teaching while tantrumming! 

¨ Teaching during or immediately following a problem 
behavior is typically ill advised.
¤ The amount of attention that is required to teach is 

not something that we usually want to give when 
these behaviors are occurring
n An upset child is a terrible learner
n Teach proactively and you will get MUCH further faster.



Beware of Learned Helplessness

¨ If a person experiences frequent failure (i.e. lack of 
reinforcement) responses will slowly decline and the 
person will simply “give up”

¨ This can be seen at all stages of development



Problems with reinforcers

q Focus on providing choice to the child
q Don’t choose for them

q Vary choices to help prevent satiation

q Accept the child’s reinforcer
q This can always be shaped once new behaviors are 

established.



Problems with incentive systems

q Avoid long delays before a reinforcer is earned.

q Don’t tell the child what they are working for or have 
them select before they start working

q Make the system clear and simple for the child.



Questions?



Thank you!

Enjoy the rest of your day!

Like us on Facebook 

www.facebook.com/advancebehavior

To learn more about consultations and training 
opportunities contact us at our email below.

info@advancebehavior.com

http://www.facebook.com/advancebehavior
mailto:info@advancebehavior.com
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